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Let G be a bounded domain in Cn. Let A be the unit disk in C. Let 
A(G) be the set of holomorphic mappings from G to A, and G(A) the set 
of holomorphic mappings from A to G. The Carathéodory metric on G 
(i.e. the infinitesimal form, as in [7] is defined by 

Fc(z, £) = sup \fj£)\ = sup 
feA(G) feA(G) M- zeG^eCn. 

The Kobayashi metric on G (infinitesimal form) is defined by [8] 
FK(z,Ç) = inf{a|3/eG(A) with /(O) = z, /'(O) = <J/a, a > 0}. For the 
definition of the Bergman metric see [1] or [4]. We take 

FB{zA) = {ds\z^)f 

in the notation of [4]. 
We consider the boundary behavior of these metrics for fixed £. The 

notable features are (i) the different limiting behavior in tangential and 
normal directions (cf. Stein [9]), and (ii) the appearance of the Levi form 
as the limiting value of a quantity defined inside the domain. 

THEOREM. Let G be a {bounded) strongly pseudoconvex domain in Cn with 
C2 boundary. Let z0 e dG. Let q> be a C2 defining function for ÔG such that 
\Vzq>(z0)\ = 1. Let F(z9£) be either the Carathéodory or the Kobayashi 
metric on G. Then 

lim F(z, ®d(z, dG) = i|Vrf»(z0) • & = i l ^o ) l -
z-*zo 

IfVz(p(z0) - £, = 0, i.e. £ is a tangent vector to dG at z0, then 

lim (F(z,0)2rf(z,aG) = ^ , 2 0 ( é ) = i t p^r(zo)Uy 
z-+zo;zeA ii=^OZ^OZi 

d(z, dG) is the Euclidean distance to the boundary. Wzq> is the vector 
(dq>/dz1,..., d<p/dzn), and Vzcp{zQ) • ^ = Z"= i {Sq>ldz^(z0)^ = ÇN(z0) is the 
(complex) normal component of £ at z0. A in the second limit denotes a 
cone of arbitrary aperture with vertex at z0 and axis the interior normal 
todG. 
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For the Bergman metric a factor of (n 4- 1)1/2 appears in the first limit, 
and (n + 1) in the second. The first result was obtained by Diederich in 
[4] with the restriction z e A. His methods easily give the second. 

Full proofs will appear in the author's thesis and will be published 
elsewhere. E. Stein has informed me that some related results for the 
Carathéodory metric have been obtained by G. Henkin [10]. 

SKETCH OF PROOF. As in [1], [4], and [5], we introduce suitable domains 
of comparison which pass through z0 and in a sufficiently small neighbor
hood of z0 lie inside or outside G. Explicit calculations are made for these 
domains. The reduction to local questions is made possible by (i) the 
monotonicity property of F(z, £) 

GaG'=>FG(z9S)*FG.{z9Ç)9 ze G; 

(ii) (a) for the Carathéodory metric, an approximation theorem for 
bounded holomorphic functions due essentially to Diederich (Theorem 1 
in [4]). Together with the introduction of a peak function at z0, this gives 

PROPOSITION. Let cp, the function defining dG, be strictly pluri-subharmonic 
in a neighborhood V of z0edG. Let e > 0, and let G1 = {zeV\cp(z) 
- s\\z - z0\\

2 < 0}. Then 

z-zo FG(Z9 Ç) 

(b) For the Kobayashi metric, an estimate of Royden (Lemma 2 in 
[8]) which easily gives 

PROPOSITION. Let G be a strongly pseudoconvex domain in Cn. Let V be 
a neighborhood of z0 e dG. Then 

l i m
 FGnv(z, Ö = j 

—o FG(z,0 
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